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By DANNY PARISI

NEW YORK - With the rise of luxury resale, renting luxury items and other new types of business models, the
definition of luxury is getting murkier than ever before.

T his was the subject of a panel discussion at the French-American Luxury Exchange held in New York on June 7,
where a number of luxury executives spoke to the ways that new business models are upending traditional notions
of luxury. During the sometimes heated debate, the executives shared conflicting definitions of luxury and ideas of
what the future of the marketplace holds.
"T he way we look at it is: is it luxury to have five watches through a lifetime or is it luxury to have experienced and
enjoyed dozens and dozens of pieces throughout your life and maybe only buying a few?" said Olivier Reza, CEO of
Eleven James.
"I think the experiential economy is very important and growing fast," he said. "T here's a reason for that.
"Is it a millennial thing? Yes in some ways, because millennials are used to certain things. T hey are born and raised
with certain things."
New business models
In the old days, there was really only one way to buy luxury: one went to a boutique, met with a sales associate and
bought the products he or she liked.
In the past 10 years, however, the ways that conusmers can engage with luxury have exploded. T here is luxury
renting, resale, joint ownership, ecommerce and so much more.
During a panel called “T he Voice of the New Luxury Business Models: Who Will Be the Winners?” a panel of
executives explored the question of what these new business models would mean for luxury. One panelist took a
stark stand against what the other three thought of as luxury.
"It’s a very different perspective that you have to have on luxury," said Gary Wassner, CEO of the Hilldun Corporation
and chairman of Interluxe Holdings LLC. "T he same consumer that is renting luxury is not necessarily one that’s
buying it.
"It’s a different mindset. Luxury is something that people want to own for one reason and to borrow for another," he
said. "People who rent luxury are going to be purchasing other products, but the people who buy it don’t also want to
rent it.
"If you were having a party would you rent a piece of art for your wall?"
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T his comment was met with strong opposition from his fellow panelists, all of whom practice the exact kind of
business models he was referring to.
Maureen Sullivan, the chief operating officer of Rent the Runway, countered with the fact that many of the platform’s
customers convert from renting items from brands to buying those same labels in the future.
Many of Rent the Runway’s customers are subscribers, using the service to try on new brands and get a feel for them
in a temporary way before going out and buying them permanently later.
"Women use us as an extension of their closet," Ms. Sullivan said. "People want to come in in the morning and get
dressed before work with us.
"People get dozens of shipments for us a year. We are building a utility in their lives."
Resale value
While discussion over whether renting or consigning high-end goods counts as luxury may continue, the fashion
resale industry has been quietly growing at a massive rate.
T he fashion market category that relies on consigning high-end apparel and accessories is witnessing a period of
enormous growth, outpacing the full-price segment of its industry by 20 percent, according to a new report from
Fung Global Retail & T echnology.
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T he entire resale industry is expected to grow from $18 billion in 2016 to $33 billion by 2021. T his data comes from
retail think tank Fung Global Retail & T echnology, which released the "Fashion Re-Commerce Update" report to dig
into exactly how and why this sector has been taking off (see story).
Julie Wainwright, the founder of T he RealReal, had a simple explanation for why her company in particular has done
so well: it does something simple that people want in an effective way.
"I never shopped at places like eBay because I was afraid of fakes," Ms. Wainwright said. "T hey can't
monitor everything that they have.
"T hese brands are beautiful and made well – it's not really rocket science," she said. "We did it in a way that the
intent was that we would keep the product intact."
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